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Abstract: 

 

This D10 Deliverable provides a summary of USE HAAS activities followed by an analysis 
of the Workshops and Working Groups contributions presented in Deliverable D9 organised  
within the framework of USE HAAS project. The analysis includes also the presentation and 
the submission of the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) Deliverable D6 which is based on 
version and on criticism in the 2nd Worksop, the final event of the USE HAAS activities, 
contributing for the creation and the organization of the new HAAS “High Altitude Aircraft 
and Airships” sector, to be followed by recommendations to the EC presented in the hereby 
Deliverable D10 Executive Summary of the project. 
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1. Letter of Acknowledgement 
We, the USE HAAS Consortium members, are grateful to the European Commission 
Research Directorate in Aeronautics for approving our proposal to develop a EU 
Research Strategy in the exciting and an emerging science and technology sector of High 
Altitude Aircraft and Airships (HAAS). 

HAAS are designed to fly above controlled airspace up to the stratosphere. From such a high 
altitude they are expected to provide important aeronautical missions and applications. When 
hovering in geo-stationary flight they will also provide satellite equivalent services such as 
regional Earth system observations, communications with a terrestrial footprint of 600 km in 
diameter, security and intelligence related data, remote sensing applications, natural disaster 
monitoring and others. In order to provide such services HAAS must be capable of long-
endurance flight of week-months, which by itself introduces new concepts for multi-mission 
applications with HAAS satellite navigation and having legal unmanned aircraft air traffic 
management regulations.   

We succeeded in convincing more than a hundred potential USE HAAS stakeholders and end 
users to take part in our activities: during the two Workshops and Working Groups meetings 
described in Deliverable D9, and to share a challenge with us in creating the HAAS sector by 
preparing the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) for the sector described in Deliverable D6. A 
significant part of these participants agreed also to continue their involvement in prospective 
activities and be part of a new partnership “HAAS Observation Platform” to be launched 
after the end of the project. We are very thankful for that knowing also that the effort spent in 
this project results in an important start up for the new HAAS sector.  

What follows is the Final Report of the USE HAAS project, Deliverable D10, an “Executive 
Summary” of the activities carried on during the project and the HAAS SRA submission. It 
also includes analysis of the current existing and development HAAS unmanned aircraft for 
potential future deployment to provide important HAAS missions and applications. Most of 
them are also published in our website http://www.usehaas.org as a tool and mechanism to 
disseminate the important project results.  

Finally we would like to thank Mr. Jean-Pierre Lentz and Mr. Remy Denos, the EU project 
scientific officers, for their useful cooperation with the Consortium and for their guidance in 
developing the HAAS SRA. We also would like to thank the Working Groups chairmen and 
participants listed in Deliverable D9 for their contributions to the Consortium. 

    Prof. Dr. Arie Lavie             Prof. Patrick Hendrick                  Dr. Helmut Sues 
     CTI–Project Coordinator                      RMA                                         DLR           

 
 

   David Penn                              Tim Tozer                          Dr. Christian Barbier 
  IAI                                         UoY                                           ULg                
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2. The USE HAAS SSA project, the Consortium and next steps 
Project Title: Study on High Altitude Aircraft and Airships (HAAS), deployed for specific 
aeronautical and space applications 
Acronym: USE HAAS 
 

USE HAAS Consortium members: 
1. CTI - Creative Technologies Israel - Israel 
2. RMA – Royal Military Academy - Belgium  
3. DLR  - German Space Centre - Germany  
4. UoY – University of York – UK 
5. IAI – Israel Aircraft Industries – Israel 
6. ULg (CSL) – University of Liege (Centre Spatial de Liege) - Belgium  
 

Project Work Plan Objectives 
1. To analyse the world state-of-the-art including HAAS aeronautical uses.  
2. To develop tentative research objectives for HAAS deployment.  
3. To discuss in workshops and working groups, objectives and prepare a potential SRA – 
Strategic Research Agenda for the HAAS sector, including research and development needs 
programme in aeronautics. 
4. To disseminate recommendations on the objectives, i.e. the aeronautical research agenda. 
5. To issue the final report including the conclusions, and the impact on regulations.  
6. To make recommendations for the coordination of activities in this sector and for defining 
and disseminating a technological roadmap and a SRA for the HAAS sector based upon the 
inputs given by the end-users and any potential industrial partner. 
 

The Executive Summary of the Project       

This document is intended to provide a quick view on the materials presented during the two 
Workshops of the USE HAAS SSA project and critical analysis of the results obtained during 
the Workshops and the Working Groups meetings. It brought together, perhaps for the first 
time, participants interested in the HAAS sector: industry, academia and research institutes, 
end-users and stakeholders from the EU, from the public and from the national and regional 
authorities to discuss the future of the HAAS new sector.   

Next Steps 

The surprisingly large number of active participants in the two workshops and working group 
meetings (136) represents an adequate spread from industry and potential end-users (69 
people), research institutions (35 people), public authorities and stakeholders (32 people). 
Many of them encouraged us to develop an initiative for next steps to be taken towards the 
formalization of the HAAS sector. Such formalization is suggested to be the launching of a 
new partnership among the different organizations involved in the HAAS sector to follow up 
the implementation of the HAAS SRA Research and Development Needs and to develop a 
regulatory HAAS Air Traffic Management (ATM) for unmanned aircraft to be deployed for 
different civilian missions and applications. As suggested in the following paragraph 6 we 
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invited to meet on 16 October 2006 with all the interested HAAS organisations to set up the 
“HAAS Observation Platform” to be the “Watch Keeper” partnership with a mandate to 
follow up the implementation of the HAAS SRA Research and Development Needs and to 
promote the formalization of an ATM regulations for civilian HAAS unmanned aircraft to be 
deployed for important missions and applications that HAAS are designed for. 
 

3. Existing and in development HAAS unmanned aircraft  
Following is a short presentation of the existing and in development HAAS unmanned 
aircraft. 
 
3.1 HAAS UAVs  
a) The Global Observer  UAV (20 km altitude; one week + endurance; 400 kg payload) 

  
In development by AeroVironment USA, solar and open loop Hydrogen fuel cell propulsed 
aircraft. Full R&D tests are expected by end 2008.Possible commercial purchase by 2012 
 

b) The Heron High Altitude UAV (10-15km altitude;30-50 hours endurance;300 kg payload) 

 
The 10 km altitude 30 hours endurance version is in current production in IAI – Israel 
Aircraft Industry for immediate delivery. The next generation of the Heron 2 version will be 
at up to 15 km altitude and for 50 hours endurance, probably available by end 2008. 
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 c) The HERMES 1500 High Altitude UAV (10 km altitude;26 hours endurance) 

 
In current production by “Elbit UAV Systems” for immediate delivery, with 300 kg payload. 
The HERMES 450 UAV version of Elbit was selected to be the main UAV telecom tactical 
vehicle in the “Watch Keeper” project for the UK Army.  
 
d) The Mercator  High Altitude UAV (17 km altitude, 70 hours endurance; 5 kg payload) 

 
In current development by “QineriQ” UK for specific remote sensing applications. Presently 
R&D prototype was tested at 9 km altitude for 6 hours endurance.A full scale specified UAV 
is planned to be delivered to VITO Belgium by end 2007. 
  
3.2 HAAS unmanned airships  
a) The ATG StratSat Airship (20 km altitude;1month endurance; 400 kg payload)  
In current development by ATG -Advanced Technology Group UK. The company negotiates 
with a Government in the Pacific ocean to supply 6 StratSat airships for Communications to 
cover all the islands in the country lacking of telecom infrastructure. The company faced last 
year financial difficulty and stopped its business operation but recently it was announced that 
the development of the StratSat continues and they expect to deliver to their customer its first 
full scale prototype by end of 2008.  
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b) The Lockheed-Martin  Airship (20 km altitude;1month endurance;150 kg payload) 

Lockheed-Martin USA signed a $ 149 Million contract with the US MOD to develop HALE(  
High Altitude Long Endurance) airship for military surveillance mission.R&D prototype will 
be flown by year 2008 and operational system will be delivered by 2010. 
 
3.3 HAAS long endurance aircraft 
a) The Helios AeroVironment - NASA HALE UAV (20 km altitude; 6 months endurance)  
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In the above picture there are given the specifications of the future option for Helios aircraft 
(20 km altitude) with solar – regenerative fuel cell propulsion for 6 months endurance with 
compare to the Global Observer UAV previously described. 
 

   There is no definite time schedule for launching the first Helios R&D prototype, depending 
on the availability of an operational airborne regenerative fuel cell system.   
 
b) The Japanese HALE Airship (years endurance) 
JAXA the Japanese Space Authorities have developed in years 1998 till 2004 a stratospheric 
airship for communications missions and 2 flight test vehicles were launched and analyzed. 
Presently the development program is postponed until an operational  regenerative fuel cell 
system will be available.  
 

4. Project activities analysis and dissemination of HAAS results 
 
4.1 Analysis of USE HAAS activities 
 
This analysis is intended to have a quick view on the materials presented during the USE 
HAAS Workshops and the Working Groups (WGs) described in Deliverable D9, and provide 
a first critical analysis of the results obtained in this project. First, it can be concluded that the 
project results are highly successful when considering the large number of 136 participants in 
the workshops and taking active part in discussions and providing recommendations for the 
formalization of a HAAS sector. Second, we decided to involve in the USE HAAS activities 
groups of individuals representing potential HAAS stakeholders and end-users, perhaps for 
the really first time, all people interested in this sector, from industry, from academia, from  
research institutes and from public and national authorities. Third, that solution provided an 
important input when the HAAS SRA was prepared and draft of it presented and discussed in 
the final event of the project at the second USE HAAS workshop on 7&8 July 2006 in RMA.  
 

Finally, the objective is to present an analysis of the whole project activities including the 2 
Workshops and WGs meetings, by considering presentations and a subsequent comments not 
only from the EU participants, but also from world leaders in developing HAAS unmanned 
aircraft in USA, Japan and Korea. The following analysis can be modestly classified as world 
HAAS identified activities and preparation of the SRA - Strategic Research Agenda for the 
entire worldwide HAAS sector.   
 

4.2 Analysis of Working Groups Meetings 
 

The analysis of the Working Groups (WGs) meetings and activities are given in Deliverable 
D9 Appendix 2.Hereby it is intended to summarize the objectives, the discussions hold there 
regarding tasks imposed by the USE HAAS Consortium and expected inputs to be provided 
by the WGs.  
 

Objectives 
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This summary is related to working groups objectives, structure and activities. It highlights 
the following points: 
1) Preparation of HAAS Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) 
2) Structure of the Working Groups 
3) Terms of reference 
 

Structure of the Working Groups (WGs) and Chairmen:  
WG1: HAIRSHIPS-High Altitude Airships (Chairman Bernd Straeter /Zeppelin) 
WG2: HAIRCRAFT-High Altitude Aircraft (Chairman Paul Davey /QinetiQ) 
WG3: HAAS Communications (Chairman Patrice Bongibault /EADS) 
WG4: HAAS Security (Chairman Stefan Axberg /FHS) 
WG5: HAAS Remote Sensing (Chairman Bavo Delaure /VITO) 
 

Terms of Reference  
1. To conduct current consultation and recommend structure and content for HAAS SRA 

2. To participate in intended USE HAAS PMB (Project Management Board) meetings.        

3. To participate in USE HAAS second workshop and present WGs attitude. 

  

4.3 Analysis of USE HAAS workshops 
  
This analysis gives a short summary of presentations and Round Table discussions during the 
two USE HAAS Workshops, presentations and discussions that are described in Deliverable 
D9, in Appendix 1, the 1st workshop, and in Appendix 3, the 2nd workshop.  
 

The 1st workshop was mainly intended to disseminate to the new HAAS sector the planned 
USE HAAS activities and to involve in these activities as many as possible participants from 
the new HAAS sector including EU stakeholders and HAAS platform developers from USA, 
from Russia, from Japan and from Korea. At the discussions in the workshop Round Table it 
was made very clear that the USE HAAS Consortium is willing to cooperate with all the 
present and future participants in completing the tasks that the Consortium undertook in this 
project.  
 
The 2nd Workshop was also the final important event of the USE HAAS project and intended 
mainly to:1) to summarize the current HAAS state-of-the-art of unmanned aircraft and trends 
of the sector in future developments; 2) to introduce and present the draft version of the SRA 
-Strategic Research Agenda prepared by the Consortium and by the five Working Groups 
during their meetings under the leadership of the WG’s Chairmen. 
 
Professor Arie Lavie presented the HAAS SRA draft Summary (Volume 1), highlighting the 
technology needs for long endurance flying platforms, but also the end-users missions, their 
needs and specific applications which are the key objectives of the SRA activities for future 
mission deployment of HAAS unmanned aircraft: for Regional Earth System Observations, 
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for Communications services, for Emergency Operation, for Traffic Monitoring applications, 
for Security & Intelligence Missions, etc.  
  
David Penn of IAI and Prof. Patrick Hendrick of RMA presented the HAAS SRA draft R&D 
Needs (Volume 2) regarding the flight platform with a summary of the technology roadmap.  
 

Dr. Helmut Sues (DLR), Dr. Christian Barbier (CSL) and Prof. Tim Tozer (UoY) presented 
HAAS SRA draft Missions and Applications (Volume 3), with requirements for the payload 
and end-users requirements for variety of HAAS applications.  
 

An important presentation was given by Geoff Bowker of the UK CAA on ATM- Air Traffic 
Management challenge for integrating Unmanned Aircraft into the civil airspace. Finally was  
a summary of recommendations concluded for the final SRA version. 
 
4.4 Dissemination of HAAS project results 
 
First, it can be concluded that the USE HAAS project has been considered as highly 
successful when looking at the number, the quality and the variety of the participants who 
took part in the Consortium activities, and when considering the amount of comments, 
discussions and feedback the Consortium has received thanks to its activities. It also helped 
to prepare and to review the HAAS Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) presented at the last 
important event in the second workshop. 
 
Second we can conclude that the main results of USE HAAS project and of the Consortium 
activities are in 3 aspects: 
 
1. The involvement of relevant HAAS sector members in the Consortium activities and the 
beginning of the formalization of this new sector. 
 
2. The preparation and the acceptance of the HAAS SRA as basic document aiming to 
follow up and promote future implementation of R&D Needs analyzed in the SRA and to 
follow up implementation of conclusions and recommendations as described in paragraph 
6 thereafter. 

3. Analysis of the HAAS state-of-the-art by having real presentations of the worldwide 
ongoing HAAS projects in USA (Lockheed-Martin; AeroVironment, NASA), in Japan 
(JAXA, NICT), in Korea (ETRI, KARI) and in Europe (QinetiQ, IAI, Elbit and others).  
 

Third, regarding the dissemination of the USE HAAS results, we are currently publishing 
in our website www.usehaas.org all the project important events, workshops and WGs 
activities and analysis, including the second version of the 3 volumes of the HAAS SRA. 
The next step in disseminating the USE HAAS results will be to publish there the final 
version of a HAAS SRA, to disseminate to all the participants the typed D10 Deliverable 
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and to invite them to participate in the HAAS Observation Platform on 16 October 2006 
as described in paragraph 6 thereafter. 

5. HAAS SRA “Executive Summary” 
The European Aeronautical industry, including the air transport industry, is large, important 
and complex. It makes a huge contribution to the prosperity of Europe, both in terms of a 
globally competitive manufacturing sector providing goods and services, and also in terms of 
promoting the effective transfer of people and goods within Europe. Employment related to 
this industry is also very significant in Europe. It is, therefore, entirely appropriate that the 
work done in the USE HAAS project to develop new options for this industry by developing 
the High Altitude Aircraft and Airships (HAAS) Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) be 
considered, taken forward and implemented in future R&D programmes and applications in 
the EU. 

The HAAS SRA consists of 3 volumes: Volume 1 - HAAS SRA Summary, Volume 2 - HAAS 
SRA Research and Development Needs, Volume 3 -  HAAS SRA Missions and Applications. 
Preliminary analysis of the needs of the HAAS sector and associated applications indicate  
that an estimate of up to  €1billion will be required for investment in relevant research in the 
next 15 years fully to fulfil European HAAS sector needs. This investment is envisaged as 
being provided by institutional organisations like the EC, national governments, regional 
authorities and by industrial stakeholders. It is expected that annual incomes derived from 
deployed HAAS systems providing communications, security, civil monitoring and Earth 
system observation services will exceed the €1billion level and this estimated revenue justify 
the cost effectiveness of the required investments.  

This HAAS Strategic Research Agenda intends to be similar to the ACARE SRA prepared 
for the air transport industry, but it also tries to extend it in important ways that include the 
relevant applications. It widens the range of situations that are considered by recognising the 
need to identify a number of scenarios. Their technical implications are considered through a 
series of focused High Level Target Concepts (HLTC) that emphasise a variety of aspects to 
create pools of technology for deployment to whichever future scenario actually develops. 
Some of these technologies will need to establish a breakthrough in their ability to provide 
substantially increased performance that cannot come from evolutionary progress. With so 
much to do, all of these features underline how the sense of challenge and excitement of the 
potential HAAS industry will extend well into the 21st century.     

The HLTC deal with a wide variety of issues each related to the overall objectives of the 
HAAS SRA initiative which are to meet society’s needs and to establish a world leadership 
position in competition in the global HAAS sector. These twin objectives are inseparable and 
are both fed by such issues as competitive responses to the problems of congestion and 
environment.  

To achieve the economic and social aspirations of Europe requires that success in world 
markets be achieved. Each of the situations considered needs a development and acquisition 
of suitable technology for the new HAAS sector and its exploitation to deliver its benefits. 
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However, not all of the required technologies will be new. Much of the work will be devoted 
to bringing together existing technologies in the USA and elsewhere to achieve new solutions 
that deliver new experiences to the ultimate stakeholders in the HAAS industry and end-users  
of Europe.This will require extensive demonstration and validation in operating conditions to 
meet the demanding safety and environmental constraints on the HAAS sector, and to reduce 
commercial development risk. Technologies will need to be provided not only from the 
aeronautical sector but from other sectors of importance as well, such as the ICT, the Space 
and other relevant to the HAAS sector industry. This will present new challenges. 

Not all that needs to be done lies within the grasp of the industry. Some issues are really 
fundamentally public in nature (disaster management, security, safety etc) and deserve both 
attention and funding from the public sector. Matters of regulations for HAAS civilian 
deployment and policy depend on governments. The establishment of new mechanisms for 
collaboration, for sharing public funding and for HAAS research works to be stimulated also 
depends on government action in the member states and in Brussels. These mechanisms and 
priority actions are identified in this HAAS Research Agenda. 

The HAAS Research Agenda describes in outline a set of technical activities that is essential 
to sustain and extend the vast high altitude and stratospheric flight transport and missions 
industry. The challenges in deploying HAAS are increasing in number and in scale. Some of 
the issues are of fundamental public and government concern, such as environmental hazards 
and disaster, homeland security, safety and social impact. The social needs of citizens are, in 
their broadest sense, matters for government. But there are also matters that are wholly or 
mainly for the industry to solve: sustaining competitive abilities, increasing the efficiency of 
collaboration and improving the end-users experience. All of these matters, both public and 
private in origin, need to be taken forward more forcefully.  

In identifying the next steps the HAAS Strategic Research Agenda is aiming to promote the 
establishment of an organized HAAS sector equipped with respectable SRA and to facilitate 
greater European HAAS stakeholders efficiency in research&development of HAAS aircraft 
and encourage better links between industry and a collaboration with end-users, by analysing 
the market potential on matters of HAAS missions and applications. Finally it is proposing  
actions that will lead to the establishment of important European repository of HAAS know 
how and prospective applications, and act as a centre for new research and development of 
the issues involved in the HAAS SRA. 

This HAAS SRA makes more concrete some of the recommendations and considers their 
wider implications. There is some urgency to begin the implementation of the proposed R&D 
activities and associated HAAS applications recommended in this SRA, in order to provide 
future monitoring progress and further recommendation to be developed in the HAAS sector. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
6.1 Conclusions 
 

The main achievement of the USE HAAS project is that it succeeded to determine and to 
initiate the launching of the HAAS sector equipped with the HAAS SRA-Strategic Research 
Agenda proposed in Deliverable D6 that includes the Research and Development Needs for 
developing the HAAS platform, and the determination of prospective HAAS Missions and 
Applications.  
 
The main conclusion derived of the USE HAAS study is the need for establishing a Forum to 
follow up the activities in the HAAS sector to implement the recommendations of the HAAS 
SRA and to promote the legalization of necessary regulations for current deployment of 
HAAS unmanned aircraft for civilian applications. As recommended following such a Forum 
is an HAAS Observation Platform (HAASOP) to include major HAAS stakeholders, relevant 
industries, research institutes and end-users.  
 
Following are the related recommendations.      
 
6.2 Recommendations 
 
In the following Appendix are listed the main recommendations of the USE HAAS study: 
 
1) Proposing projects to be included in FP7–Aero-1 related to the HAAS sector members: 
  - Alternative Energy Hybrid Propulsion for Air Transport 
  - Improving Air Traffic Management by using HAAS 
  - Coordination Action USE HAAS follow up projects 
 
2) Invitations for the first HAASOP meeting on 16 October 2006 in RMA with a Preliminary 
Agenda. In this meeting the participants will discuss the objectives for creating a partnership 
of members of the HAAS sector to follow up the conclusions of the USE HAAS study. 
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7. Appendix 
 
7.1 Proposed projects to be included in FP7 - Aeronautics 
 

High Altitude Aircraft Systems (HAAS) Technologies for Pioneering and 
Greening the Air Transport of the Future 
  
Call identifier: FP7–2007–Aero–1                                                                                                  
Strategic Objectives: Pioneering the Air Transport in the Future                        
The greening of air transport 
Improving cost efficiency by reducing fuel consumption      
New alternative propulsion in the air transport 
Support to European satellite navigation system (Galileo) 
 
Main Pioneering Research Areas:                                                                                                                    
1.Alternative Energy Hybrid Propulsion for Air Transport                                                     
2.Improved Air Traffic Management (including satellite navigation)                                   
3.Coordination Action USE HAAS follow up project                                                           
 
1) Alternative Energy Hybrid Propulsion for Air Transport Aircraft                              
Following are described 3 hybrid propulsion technologies applied today in HAAS airplanes                                
                                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The developed generic technology for air transport will be flight test approved by combining 
3 existing alternative airplane propulsion technologies. 
 
In the Strategic Research Agenda for the High Altitude Aircraft and Airships (HAAS) 
prepared in the USE HAAS project there is an extensive analysis of possible flight physics 
technologies for alternative hybrid aircraft propulsion:                                                                                     
1.Commercial and High Altitude (10-17 km) Aircraft propelled by conventional air-breathing 
engine combined with a 3 stages compressor if needed                                                                  
2.Alternative Energy Aircraft propelled by hydrogen-fuel cell + battery-electric motor. 

Hydrogen-Fuel Cell  
Propelled Aircraft 

Aircraft 

Solar-Battery-Electric 
Propelled Airplane                                            
              

Turbofan Propelled  
Aircraft 
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In the automotive industry a new technology of hybrid vehicles were developed by using in 
parallel a conventional ICE (Internal Combustion Engine) drive and battery/fuel cell electric 
motor driven by a hybrid transmission. The major advantages of such hybrid vehicles are the 
40-60% savings in fuel consumption and 80% NOx and CO2 emissions reduction. This 
proposed technology to be developed aims at providing Europe with an option to operate in 
long run a long endurance of more than 40,000 km flight range (if required) hybrid aircraft 
for air transport. Such hybrid aircraft would provide a transport capacity but also important 
mission capacity for Regional Earth System Observations and Communications for specific 
required mission like disaster management and security. The major development would 
involve hybrid propulsion system using turbo-fan or turbo-prop for altitude of 10-15 km and 
solar-hydrogen-fuel cell-electric motor-propeller. The use of solar energy will reduce the fuel 
consumption and provide a greening of air transport and aircraft flight.                      
 
2) Improving Air Traffic Management by Using HAAS                                                  
 
Following is a description of the Global Observer Stratospheric Aircraft proposed to be used 
for improving the today ATM (Air Traffic Management) technology.                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The major improvement will be achieved while operating the HAAS unmanned aircraft at 
altitudes of 20 km with a payload including Moving Target Indicator and Tracking Radars to 
detect, to track and to control incoming/outgoing aircrafts from ranges of thousands of kms. 
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In addition such a hovering HAAS above airport would provide important aspects of security 
against terrorist hazards and air traffic control safety.        
 

3) Coordination Action USE HAAS follow up project 
 
Such Coordination Action would provide important follow up activities aiming to implement 
important topics relevant to air transport suggested in the HAAS Strategic Research Agenda 
presented in the USE HAAS project:                                                                                                                                               
 
1.New Airport Concepts to include ATM services for unmanned aircraft 
2.Highly autonomous aircraft including satellite navigation for air transport 
3.Long endurance aircraft deployed for scientific research and survivals detection 
4.Hydrogen-based engine concepts for air transport 
5.Optical/laser and microwave data transmission applied in air transport 
6.Ultra light structure, airframe and fuselage 
7.ATM aspects for long endurance flight 
8.Alternative energy sources for aircraft propulsion, including nuclear and ion engines  
                                                                                                                            
7.2 Recommendation to establish a HAAS Observation Platform   
 
          Proposed HAAS Observation Platform Meeting # 1 

Follow up FP6-2002-AERO-2 Project “USE HAAS” (No 516081) 
High Altitude Aircraft Systems Observation Platform 

(HAASOP) 

16th of October 2006 at the Royal Military Academy, Brussels, Belgium  
 

Preliminary Agenda 
 
Registration & Coffee : from 09:15 at the RMA Conference Centre 
 
Session 1: HAAS State-of-the-Art and HAASOP Objectives 
From 10:00 to 13:00  
Chairman: Prof. Dr. Arie Lavie, USE HAAS (High Altitude Aircraft Systems) Project Coordinator 
Co-chairman: Geoff Bowker, CAA DAP ORA4 
 
1. Colonel BAM Jean Marsia: Royal Military Academy Welcome Word 
2. Arie Lavie: HAAS State-of-the-Art and the HAASOP Objectives 
3. Liam Breslin: Aeronautics Research in the EC FP7  
4. Bo Redeborn: ATM HAAS aspects for EUROCONTROL   
5. Geoff Bowker: CAA ATM regulations required for deploying HAAS 
6. John McCulloch: ATM and HAAS aspects in the “Watch Keeper” programme 
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7. Paul Davey: The Zephir/Mercator HALE UAV 
 
Lunch : 13:00 to 14:00 at RMA 
 
 
Session 2: Presentation of the “HAASOP” Partnership Organization 
From 14:00 to 15:30 
Chairmen: Remy Denos & Jorge Pereira, Scientific Officers, EU RDG Directorate 
  
1. T.Khoen Liem & Pertti Jauhiainen: Expected HAAS Aspects in the FP7 in Security & IST/GMES                    
2. Arie Lavie: The “HAASOP” to promote Coordination Action Activities following USE HAAS results 
3. Patrick Hendrick: HAAS SRA and “HAASOP” to promote partnership with industry, stakeholders, end -users  
4. Nick Miller: The “Watchkeeper” project   
  
Session 3 : Round Table: The “HAASOP” Objectives and Partnership   
From 15:30 to 17:30  
Chairmen: B.Straeter, Bavo Delaure, John McCulloch, Patrick Hendrick and Arie 
Lavie 
 
Participants presentations and discussions : 

B.Straeter,Zeppelin; F.Marchand, Dassault-Aviation; I.Schäfer, Lindstrand Tech.; 
A.Ollero, University of Sevilla; B.Delaure, VITO; S.Axberg, FHS; P.Davey, QinetiQ; 

P.Bongibault, EADS; D.Goshen, EAT;H.Patel,Geo-
Scan;J.A.Delgado,UPC;A.Grimm,IGI;E.Depieri,Selex; C.Goodchild, BAE Systems; 

M.Talesnikov,RosAeroSystems; R.Gueubel,BRUSPACE;A.Ducarouge, DGA 
Defense; F.Boungiorno, INGV; M.Sotirakos, Ebeni; M.Strong, EUROCONTROL; 
M.Poole, CAA; C.Battaglia, Aeronautica Alenia; H.Suess, DLR; U.Moeller, DLR; 

T.Marsden, Raytheon; P.Hendrick, RMA    
 

Close: Prof. Arie Lavie – Summary and next steps 
 
 
Afternoon Cocktail & Reception at the Royal Air Museum, from 17:30 to 19:00 

 


